Production and turnover of cAMP signals by prestalk and prespore cells in Dictyostelium discoideum cell aggregates.
Dictyostelium discoideum prestalk cells and prespore cells from migrating slugs and culminating cell aggregates were isolated by Percoll density centrifugation. Several activities relevant to the generation, detection, and turnover of extracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) signals were determined. It was found that: the two cell types have the same basal adenylate cyclase activity; prespore cells and prestalk cells are able to relay the extracellular cAMP signal equally well; intact prestalk cells show a threefold higher cAMP phosphodiesterase activity on the cell surface than prespore cells, whereas their cytosolic activity is the same; intact prestalk cells bind three to four times more cAMP than prespore cells; no large differences in cAMP metabolism and detection were observed between cells derived from migrating slugs and culminating aggregates. The results are discussed in relation to the possible morphogenetic role of extracellular cAMP in Dictyostelium cell aggregates. On the basis of the properties of the isolated cells we assume that a gradient of extracellular cAMP exists in Dictyostelium aggregates. This gradient appears to be involved in the formation and stabilization of the prestalk-prespore cell pattern.